Bachelor of Science in Construction Management

**Electives**

- BCN 3443 Intro Concrete Ind
- BCN4570 Sustainability
- BCN4794 Industry Control
- BCN 3949 Business or BCN Elective
- BCN4910 Senior Project
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN4465 Temporary Structures
- BCN4431 Structural Design II
- BCN4561 Env. Ctrl. I
- BCN3762 Building Codes & QC
- BCN3740 Legal Aspects
- BCN4612 Const Estimating II
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN4794 Quality Control
- BCN3727 Principles of CM
- BCN3727 Sitework and Equipm.
- BCN3611 Const Estimating I
- BCN3720 Scheduling I
- BCN3730 Safety
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN3761 Const.Doc. & Comm.
- BCN2253 Bld. Const. Drawing
- BCN2280 Const. Surveying
- AC53024 Accounting for Mgrs
- BCN3443 Intro Concrete Ind
- BCN4570 Sustainability
- BCN4794 Industry Control
- BCN 3949 Business or BCN Elective
- BCN4910 Senior Project
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN4465 Temporary Structures
- BCN4431 Structural Design II
- BCN4561 Env. Ctrl. I
- BCN3762 Building Codes & QC
- BCN3740 Legal Aspects
- BCN4612 Const Estimating II
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN4794 Quality Control
- BCN3727 Principles of CM
- BCN3727 Sitework and Equipm.
- BCN3611 Const Estimating I
- BCN3720 Scheduling I
- BCN3730 Safety
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN3761 Const.Doc. & Comm.
- BCN2253 Bld. Const. Drawing
- BCN2280 Const. Surveying
- AC53024 Accounting for Mgrs
- BCN3443 Intro Concrete Ind
- BCN4570 Sustainability
- BCN4794 Industry Control
- BCN 3949 Business or BCN Elective
- BCN4910 Senior Project
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN4465 Temporary Structures
- BCN4431 Structural Design II
- BCN4561 Env. Ctrl. I
- BCN3762 Building Codes & QC
- BCN3740 Legal Aspects
- BCN4612 Const Estimating II
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN4794 Quality Control
- BCN3727 Principles of CM
- BCN3727 Sitework and Equipm.
- BCN3611 Const Estimating I
- BCN3720 Scheduling I
- BCN3730 Safety
- BCN4255C Building Inf Modeling
- BCN4724 Scheduling II
- BCN3753 Fin Mgmt
- BCN3761 Const.Doc. & Comm.
- BCN2253 Bld. Const. Drawing
- BCN2280 Const. Surveying
- AC53024 Accounting for Mgrs

**NOTE:** A minimum grade of "C" or better in all required courses and elective. This includes those required courses transferred from other institution.


**Other courses in the program**

- UCC
- Social Science Group II Select GRW/GL
- Natural Science Group II
- Humanities Group II
- Humanities Group I

**Civics Literacy Requirement** will be met with CIV 2222 or Florida Civics Literacy Exam

**CM Course**

**Math Course**

**Physics Course**

* Courses required for the minor in CM

** pre-requisite to a minor course